The MimioCapture™ ink recorder works seamlessly with the MimioTeach™ interactive whiteboard or the MimioBoard™ interactive whiteboard to capture dry erase whiteboard notes in real time, without a projector.

Magnetic pen holder keeps MimioCapture pens and eraser right at your fingertips.

Tabletop recharging tray connects to your computer via USB cable. The ergonomically designed marker pens and eraser recharge quickly in the tabletop tray.

Status Light
Off: The MimioCapture pen or eraser is not receiving power. The battery needs to be recharged.
Solid Amber: The MimioCapture pen or eraser has a low battery. The battery should be recharged.
Solid Green: The MimioCapture pen or eraser is in the tray and charging.

Using the MimioCapture recorder: Capture mode will start as soon as you depress a MimioCapture pen against the whiteboard. A new Notebook will open to start recording your ink!

New Page: To insert a new page in Notebook, press the bottom (Launch) button on the MimioTeach bar while connected in Capture mode. Hold the button down until you hear a single beep from the MimioTeach bar, then release it.

Copy Page: To copy a page in Notebook, press the bottom (Launch) button on the MimioTeach bar while connected in Capture mode. Hold the button down until you hear two beeps from the MimioTeach bar, then release it.

Load Markers
Expo® dry erase markers insert directly into MimioCapture pens.